A. H. MATZ & CO.,
Merchant Tailors,
347 Columbus Ave.

T will give you pleasure to inspect our
very attractive line of seasonable
goods. London Novelties and Do-

We have had marked success in pleas-
ing students, and hope new men will
make our acquaintance.

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing done by expert
workmen.
Pressing by the month, three dollars. Called for
and delivered free of charge.

J. C. LITTLEFIELD,
Tailor and Outfitter,
21, 23 Beacon Street,
Boston.

I can offer you a larger and more complete assortment
than can be seen elsewhere, and at lower prices for the
same qualities. Look in and examine my prices before
placing your order.

Golf Breeches, Riding Breeches, and Dress
Suits a Specialty.

DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS.

We like to call your attention to our
Specialty of Pressing and Repairing.

BUY YOUR PIPES

class and monogram pipes our specialty.

SPECIAL RATES TO M. I. T. STUDENTS.

Class Rate 1898-99.

Crown Photograph — Carbonette Finish...

First dozen, $3.00; additional dozens at $2.00
Four dozen (50) pictures—one time, $8.00
Eight dozen (100) pictures—one time, $12.00

With each lot of four dozen two finished proofs allowed.
With each lot of eight dozen four finished proofs allowed.
Each extra position finished for fifty cents each
Ten extra pictures given free with every order for 50
Fifteen extra pictures given free with every order for 100.

The Leading Photographer.

21 WEST STREET, BOSTON.